Student Disability Services (SDS) coordinates accessible and inclusive educational experiences for disabled students by collaborating with campus partners to proactively remove barriers, raise awareness of equitable practices, and foster an appreciation of disability as an area of diversity while utilizing a wide range of approaches from individualized accommodations to universal design.

Requesting Accommodations
To begin the process of requesting accommodations, students should complete the online SDS Application (https://hunter.accessiblelearning.com/JHU/ApplicationStudent.aspx) and are asked to provide documentation that meets the SDS Guidelines for Documentation (https://sds.jhu.edu/requesting-accommodations/documentation-guidelines/). For more information or to request assistance with any step in the process, students can contact the SDS advisor at their school within the SDS Hubs below.

Student Disability Services (SDS) HUBS
SDS - Homewood Hub
Krieger School of Arts & Sciences & Whiting School of Engineering: (Undergraduate and Full Time Graduate Students)
3400 N. Charles Street, Shaffer 101
SDS Homewood Email: studentdisabilityservices@jhu.edu
Phone: Fax: 443-529-1543

Peabody Conservatory:
One East Mount Vernon Place, Baltimore, MD 21202
SDS Peabody Email: peabodydisability@jhu.edu
Phone: 667-208-6700

SDS - DC/Professional Hub
The Bloomberg Center, 555 Pennsylvania Ave, NW, Suite 554
Phone: 202-663-5615

Advanced Academic Programs (AAP), Krieger School of Arts and Sciences
AAP SDS Email: AAPdisability@jh.edu

Carey Business School (Baltimore/DC)
SDS Carey Email: carey.disability@jhu.edu

Engineering for Professionals (EP), Whiting School of Engineering
SDS EP Email: ep-disability-svcs@jhu.edu

Paul H. Nitze School of Advanced International Studies (SAIS)
SDS SAIS Email: SAISDisability@jhu.edu

School of Education

SDS SOE Email: soe.disabilityservices@jhu.edu

SDS – E. Baltimore Hub
Bloomberg School of Public Health
615 N. Wolfe Street, Suite W-1600, Baltimore, MD 21205
Email: BSPH.dss@jhu.edu
Phone: 443-927-3395

School of Medicine/School of Medicine – Ph.D. Programs
1600 McElderry Street, Baltimore, MD 21205
SOM Email: SOM-SDS@jhmi.edu
Phone: 410-502-6295

School of Nursing
525 N Wolfe St, S320D
SDS SON Email: SON-DSS@exchange.johnshopkins.edu
Phone: 443-287-5511
Fax: 410-367-2775

SDS – University-Wide Hub
Email: SDS-JHU@jhu.edu
Web: sds.jhu.edu
Phone: 410-516-1107

Assistive Technology Center (ATC)
3400 North Charles Street, Garland 135
Email: ATC1@jh.edu
Phone: 410-516-1167

Center for Talented Youth
SDS CTY Email:#cty-disabilities@jhu.edu
Website (https://cty.jhu.edu/disability/)
Phone:#410-735-6215